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A B S T R A C T 

Galaxy mergers are crucial to understanding galaxy evolution, therefore we must determine their observational signatures to 

select them from large IFU galaxy samples such as MUSE and SAMI. We employ 24 high-resolution idealized hydrodynamical 
galaxy merger simulations based on the ‘Feedback In Realistic Environment’ (FIRE-2) model to determine the observability of 
mergers to various configurations and stages using synthetic images and velocity maps. Our mergers co v er a range of orbital 
configurations at fixed 1:2.5 stellar mass ratio for two gas rich spirals at low redshift. Morphological and kinematic asymmetries 
are computed for synthetic images and velocity maps spanning each interaction. We divide the interaction sequence into three: (1) 
the pair phase; (2) the merging phase; and (3) the post-coalescence phase. We correctly identify mergers between first pericentre 
passage and 500 Myr after coalescence using kinematic asymmetry with 66 per cent completeness, depending upon merger phase 
and the field of view of the observation. We detect fewer mergers in the pair phase (40 per cent) and many more in the merging 

and post-coalescence phases (97 per cent). We find that merger detectability decreases with field of view, except in retrograde 
mergers, where centrally concentrated asymmetric kinematic features enhances their detectability. Using a cut-off derived from 

a combination of photometric and kinematic asymmetry, we increase these detections to 89 per cent o v erall, 79 per cent in pairs, 
and close to 100 per cent in the merging and post-coalescent phases. By using this combined asymmetry cut-off we mitigate 
some of the effects caused by smaller fields of view subtended by massively multiplexed integral field spectroscopy programmes. 

K ey words: galaxies: e volution – galaxies: formation – galaxies: interactions – galaxies: kinematics and dynamics. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

alaxy mergers are integral to the paradigm of hierarchical assembly
n the Lambda cold dark matter ( � CDM) cosmogony (e.g. White &
ees 1978 ; Lacey & Cole 1993 ). In particular, mergers play a vital

ole in the ex situ build-up of stellar mass in galaxies and are
he main channel for massive galaxies to continue to grow (e.g.
obotham et al. 2014 ; Rodriguez-Gomez et al. 2017 ). Numerical

imulations and observational studies demonstrate that merging and
ecently merged galaxies also enhance in situ star formation (e.g.
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Identification of mergers is complicated by their diversity and 
ransient nature – making universally applicable criteria for merger 
election challenging. Although stellar tidal tails, bridges, streams, 
nd shell structures are clear signatures of interactions (e.g. Toomre & 

oomre 1972 ; Barnes & Hernquist 1992 ; Howard et al. 1993 ;
erber & Lamb 1994 ; Brinchmann et al. 1998 ; Lotz, Primack &
adau 2004 ; Hern ́andez-Toledo et al. 2006 ; Casteels et al. 2013 ),

he visibility of these features in images is sensitive to resolution, 
urface brightness limits, merger configuration, and stage (Lotz 
t al. 2004 , 2008 , 2010a , b ; Bottrell et al. 2019 ; Nevin et al.
019 ; Blumenthal et al. 2020 ; Ferreira et al. 2020 ). Techniques such
s the Concentration Asymmetry Smoothness (CAS) scheme from 

braham et al. ( 1994 ) and Conselice, Bershady & Jangren ( 2000 ) can
e used to systematically visually identify mergers, but in addition 
o the issues mentioned abo v e – features not e xclusiv e to mergers
such as bars, asymmetric spiral arms, or clumpy H II regions) can
lso affect the viability of these measurements. 

An alternative method is to look for evidence of disruption in 
he dynamics of a galaxy. Isolated late-type galaxies are observed to 
ave smooth disc-like rotation (Ganda et al. 2006 ). Secular processes
bars, star formation, winds, and spiral arms) are known to produce 
o w-le vel de viations from circular rotation (Conselice, Chapman & 

indhorst 2003 ) – mergers and interactions cause much larger 
eviations due to the changes in the gravitational potential of the 
ystem (Barrera-Ballesteros et al. 2015 ; Hung et al. 2015 ; Bloom
t al. 2017 ). As a result, spatially resolv ed kinematics pro vide an
lternati ve windo w into the merger state of a galaxy. The advent of
arge-scale surv e ys performed with integral field spectrographs (IFS) 
llows for the gaseous and stellar kinematics of thousands of galaxies 
o be examined. Kinemetry (Krajnovi ́c et al. 2006 ) was developed to
easure the deviations from regular rotation in the velocity fields of

earby galaxies observed as part of the Spectroscopic Areal Unit for
esearch on Optical Nebulae (SAURON) Project (De Zeeuw et al. 
002 ). Since its development, this method has been applied to large
amples of galaxies, such as the Sydney-Australian-Astronomical- 
bservatory Multi-object Integral-Field Spectrograph (SAMI) and 

he Mapping Nearby Galaxies at APO (MaNGA) surv e ys, amongst 
thers, to identify what fraction of the galaxies are likely to be
ergers (Barrera-Ballesteros et al. 2015 ; Bloom et al. 2017 ; Van De
ande et al. 2017 ; Feng et al. 2020 ). These surv e ys hav e shown that
inematic asymmetry (the level of deviation from regular rotation) 
orrelates well with visual identification of mergers, and that it also 
ersists after a system has coalesced. 
By applying these kinematic and photometric analyses to a large 

ample of interacting galaxies we gain insight into how these 
roperties evolve over the course of an encounter by observing 
he variety of merging phases that galaxies can undergo. Ho we ver,
bservations only allow us to see one snapshot in time of a particular
ystem. To quantify how these parameters vary as galaxies interact 
nd merge, we need to employ simulations to access the time domain.

Hung et al. ( 2016 ) examined the kinematics of the star-forming
as in binary merger hydrodynamic simulations. They inspected the 
ffect of mass ratio on gas kinematic asymmetry, and found that 
etween 20 and 60 per cent of their sample was not detected as
ergers in the strong interaction phase (between first passage and 

oalescence, akin to our merging phase). Nevin et al. ( 2021 ) fully
imulate MaNGA data for snapshots of GADGET -3/SUNRISE sim- 
lations of merging galaxies and apply linear discriminant analysis 
LDA) of the stellar kinematics to identify mergers. This allows them 

o correctly identify major mergers with 80 per cent accuracy. In their
re vious work, Ne vin et al. ( 2019 ) performed a similar analysis but
ased on imaging. They combine several of the commonly used 
mage asymmetry parameters and find this much more ef fecti ve than
sing any one alone. They conclude that to best leverage the data
o detect mergers at all stages and mass ratios they should combine
maging and IFU kinematics (Nevin et al. 2021 ). Conversely, Bottrell
t al. ( 2022 ) use convolutional neural networks to show identification
f merger remnant galaxies in TNG100 only impro v es marginally
hen you combine imaging with stellar kinematic data. 
Hung et al. ( 2016 ) focus on the gas kinematics, Nevin et al. ( 2021 )

ocus primarily on individual time stamps rather than time evolution, 
nd Bottrell et al. ( 2022 ) look only at the merger remnant phase.
o build on these important studies we will employ a large suite
f high-resolution galaxy merger simulations (Moreno et al. 2019 , 
021 ) based on the ‘Feedback In Realistic Environments’ physics 
odel (FIRE-2; Hopkins et al. 2018 ) to examine the photometric and

inematic properties of simulated galaxies at every stage of a merger.
hese next-generation simulations are sampled to high spatial and 

emporal resolution and cover a large set of orbital parameters, which
llow us to have enough detail to examine individual snapshots 
nd sufficient time resolution to track the time evolution of each
erging system. In this work, we will study the evolution of both

tellar kinematics and photometric asymmetry o v er time by selecting
wo popular asymmetric indicators, commonly used in observational 
tudies of each, and measure how these vary based on merger state
nd configuration. 

Our central goal is to understand how these kinematic measure- 
ents are affected by the merger stage of a given system. By using

hese idealized simulations, we intend to quantify the fraction of 
erging time at which we could expect to detect that a merger is

ccurring. We also examine how the size of the field of view (FoV),
he viewing angle, and the alignment of the discs, affect the detection
raction. 

In Section 2.1 , we describe our FIRE-2 merger simulations, and
ections 2.3 and 2.4 we describe how we generate the stellar particle
elocity maps and synthesized photometric images. Sections 2.5 
nd 2.6 outline how we determine our measurements of kinematic 
nd photometric asymmetry from the data. In Section 3 , we apply
arying fields of view to our simulations, look at the effect of viewing
ngle and configuration of the mergers, as well as examine the effects
f asymmetry as a function of time 

 M E T H O D S  

.1 Our galaxy merger suite 

ur galaxy merger simulations are based on the FIRE-2 model 
Hopkins et al. 2014 , 2018 ), which employs the meshless finite mass
MFM) mode of the GIZMO hydro solver (Hopkins 2017 ). This
ramework assumes that star formation occurs in self-gravitating, 
elf-shielding (Krumholz & Gnedin 2011 ) gas denser than 1000 cm 

−3 

t 100 per cent efficiency per local dynamical time. Star formation is
egulated by feedback, which includes an approximate treatment 
f momentum flux from radiation pressure; energy, momentum, 
ass, and metal injection from Type Ia and II SNe, plus mass-

oss from OB and AGB stars. We employ STARBURST99 (Leitherer 
t al. 1999 ) to calculate stellar masses, ages, metallicities, feedback
vent rates, luminosities, energies, and mass-loss rates. Our radia- 
ive heating and cooling treatment includes free–free, photoioniza- 
ion/recombination, Compton, photoelectric, dust-collisional, cos- 

ic ray, molecular, metal-line, and fine-structure processes. 
Moreno et al. ( 2019 ) describe our galaxy merger suite in detail (see

lso Bottrell et al. 2019 ; Moreno et al. 2021 ). Initially, the secondary
alaxy has stellar mass = 1.2 × 10 10 , bulge mass = 7.0 × 10 8 ,
MNRAS 515, 3406–3419 (2022) 
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as mass = 7.0 × 10 9 , and halo mass = 3.5 × 10 11 M �. The
rimary has stellar mass = 3.0 × 10 10 , bulge mass = 2.5 × 10 9 ,
as mass = 8.0 × 10 9 , and halo mass = 7.5 × 10 11 M �. 1 We
ollow Mendel et al. ( 2014 ) and Saintonge et al. ( 2016 ) for our bulge
nd gas mass choices. We adopt three spin-orbit orientations: near-
rograde, near-polar, and near-retrograde, following Moreno et al.
 2015 ). A range of first pericentric passages are simulated, ∼7, ∼16,
nd ∼27 kpc, in addition to three impact velocities. This results in 27
nique simulation runs, of which only those that coalesce and evolve
or 250 Myr beyond coalescence. We are then left with 15 unique
imulations, which are viewed at 4 viewing angles, resulting in 2700
napshots. For comparison, we also simulate these aforementioned
wo galaxies in isolation. 

We chose to use this fully characterized set of idealized (non-
osmological) simulations because we are interested in investigating
he effects of certain orbital parameters whilst having full control of
ther initial parameters. This comes at a cost, as idealized simulations
o not fully capture the intrinsic and environmental diversity afforded
y cosmological simulations (Moreno et al. 2013 ; Sparre et al.
015 ; Bustamante et al. 2018 ; Hani et al. 2018 ; Blumenthal et al.
020 ; Hani et al. 2020 ; Patton et al. 2020 ). We note that, to some
egree, cosmological simulations are also limited by cosmic variance
especially hydrodynamical simulations, which often sacrifice box

ize to maximize resolution. On the other hand, by comparing against
solated controls, we can tease out the effects of merging, ef fecti vely
lacing intrinsic and environmental effects as second-order effects
Patton et al. 2013 ). Additionally, by choosing idealized simulations,
e can prioritise high spatial and temporal resolution (1.1 parsec and
 Myr) which is not feasible in cosmological simulations.
Throughout this paper we will refer to the galaxy pair simulations

s the interacting sample and the isolated galaxy simulations as
solated sample. We further divide the interacting galaxies into three
hases, based on milestones in the merger. First passage is defined
s the first minimum in the separation between the two galaxies and
oalescence is defined as the last time central black holes of the
alaxies are 0.5 kpc apart. 

(i) Pair phase: between first and second pericentric passage.
(ii) Merging phase: between second pericentric passage and

oalescence. 
(iii) Post-coalescence phase: when the last time the two galaxies

uclei are separated by more than 500 pc and thereafter. 

We note that there can be considerable variation in the second
ericentric distance, but that it does not affect the discussion since
e are using phases and that the run time post-coalescence is not
niform across the simulations, but that this does not significantly
ffect our conclusions as none of the systems evolve long enough to
each dynamical equilibrium. 

.2 Data processing 

e generate synthetic line-of-sight kinematic data cubes for the two
alaxies at each snapshot. Stellar particles are deposited on to a
D (position–position–velocity) Cartesian cube using a cubic spline
ernel (Monaghan 1992 ) with a smoothing length enclosing the 32
earest stellar neighbours. The stellar velocities are measured in the
alaxy’s frame of reference, and deposited assuming no intrinsic
NRAS 515, 3406–3419 (2022) 

 For more details of the initial conditions of both galaxies please refer to table 
 of Moreno et al. ( 2019 ) and research.pomona.edu/galaxymergers/isolated- 
isks-initial-conditions/ 

i  

t
 

k  

i  
elocity dispersion within each stellar particle. Each cube is centred
t the galaxy’s potential minimum in the spatial dimensions, and the
alaxy’s velocity in the velocity dimension. The FoV is 50 kpc with a
patial resolution of 97 pc pixel −1 , while the velocity domain extends
o ±700 km sec −1 with a velocity resolution of 4.6 km sec −1 pixel −1 .

The kinematic cubes are produced along four lines of sight for
alaxies in our pair, merging, and post-merger phases. The lines
f sight are defined by the vertices of a tetrahedron centred at the
rimary galaxy. Therefore, for each galaxy and snapshot sample,
e generate four kinematic cubes. On the other hand, owing to

he symmetry of the isolated sample, we generate kinematic cubes
long 10 inclinations and 11 position angles. We elect to use a
ystematically sampled set of inclinations and position angles (0 ◦,
0 ◦, 20 ◦, 30 ◦, 40 ◦, 45 ◦, 50 ◦, 60 ◦, 70 ◦, 80 ◦, and 90 ◦) to ensure the
iversity in galaxy inclinations in the control sample. We exclude the
 

◦ inclination case as due to the near-zero rotational velocity which
auses non-physical v asym 

values, which reduces the sample to 2200
napshots. 

Kinematic data cubes are generated for 45 snapshots in each
erger run. The first 30 selected snapshots linearly and uniformly

ample between [ t peri − 100 Myr, t coal ), where t peri and t coal are
he times of first-pericentric passage and coalescence, respectively.
ollowing Moreno et al. ( 2019 ), we define t coal as the last time

hat the distance between each galaxy’s supermassive black hole
SMBH) exceeds 500 pc. The following 15 snapshots uniformly
ample the post-coalescence phase which is defined in each run as
 t coal , max ( t last , t coal + 500 Myr)] with the restriction that the time
orresponding to the last snapshot in the run, t last , must be greater
han t coal + 250 Myr. The rationale for this restriction is that our
erger suite was originally designed to probe the interacting phase,
hich naturally truncates the post-coalescence period for some of our
ergers. Discarding many of these mergers is a v oided by relaxing

he condition to 250 Myr after coalescence (for further details on
napshot selection, see section 2.1.3 of Bottrell et al. 2019 ). 23
ergers from the original Moreno et al. ( 2019 ) suite satisfy the

 last ≥ t coal + 250 Myr post-coalescence condition. Cubes are also
enerated for 10 snapshots in each of the two isolated galaxy runs.
he selected snapshots linearly and uniformly sample the full run-

ime of the isolated galaxy simulations. 
The cubes for the interacting and isolated simulations are then used

o compute moment maps of the line-of-sight velocity distributions
LOSVD). For each spatial pixel, we calculate the first three moments
f the velocity distribution of the star particles. We choose to use the
tellar velocities rather than gas here as stars are subject to fewer
ransient internal galactic processes such as winds, outflows, or bars
and are instead largely only subject to the gravitational potential in
hich they reside.

.3 Limitations 

hen using observational techniques on simulations it is important
o consider the limits to which we can compare our results. To this
nd, we chose to focus on only a few variables within our simulations
ather than fully simulate observed data. In particular, we wanted to
xamine the effect of FoV size, holding all other factors constant. We
o not alter the seeing or depth of the simulated data when changing
he FoV. While this does impact the realism of our measurements,
t makes the conclusions more widely applicable rather than tailored
o specific instruments. 

Though we analyse the simulated kinematics in the same way as
inematics derived from integral field spectroscopic data. Ho we ver,
t is important to note that the kinematics we use are taken directly
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rom the simulations rather than measured from simulated spectra, 
s is the case in observations. This means that errors associated with
hese measurements are not considered, in addition to variations due 
o the spectral resolution of any particular instrument. We also do 
ot consider instrumental throughput effects. 
These analyses are performed on data with ef fecti vely infinite 

bserving time, therefore it is important to note that differing 
xposure time would effect these results. In particular, much greater 
xposure times are required to obtain high quality spectral data 
han for photometry. This means that outside of simulations getting 
hotometric data sufficient to do this kind of analysis is much easier
han getting kinematic data. 

Another limitation of this work is that we are limited to looking at
 single pair of progenitors in a non-cosmological environment with 
o variation in mass ratio or galaxy properties. We do hope to address
his in future work by using both cosmological and simulations that 
ake into account some variation in galaxy parameters. 

.4 Synthetic photometry 

ynthetic images of merging, post-coalescence, and isolated galaxies 
rom the Moreno et al. ( 2019 ) merger suite were generated by
ottrell et al. ( 2019 ) – see their section 2.2.2 for details on the
reation of our synthetic photometry products. Idealized photometric 
mages were produced using the Monte Carlo dust radiative transfer 
ode SKIRT 

2 (Baes et al. 2011 ; Camps & Baes 2015 ) and the
loan Digital Sky Survey ( SDSS ) gri filter response curves (Doi
t al. 2010 ). These images account for dust but do not include
oise, atmospheric blurring, or an y other surv e y-realistic effects 
xplored in Bottrell et al. ( 2019 ). Stellar light from stars older than
0 Myr is modelled using a Kroupa ( 2001 ) initial mass function
nd starburst99 single-age spectral energy distributions (SEDs). 
mission from young stellar populations ( < 10 Myr) and surrounding
 II regions use MAPPINGSIII SEDs (Groves et al. 2008 ). Dust is
ot tracked explicitly in the Moreno et al. ( 2019 ) simulation suite. A
ust attenuation model was adopted in which it is assumed that (1) the
ust distribution traces the metal distribution, (2) 30 per cent of the 
etals are locked into dust particles, and (3) the dust comprises

he multicomponent mix of graphite grains, silicate grains, and 
olycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons from Zubko, Dwek & Arendt 
 2004 ). 

.5 Kinemetry 

riaxial systems, such as galaxies, have kinematic moments that are 
hown to be highly symmetric, having either even (point-symmetric, 
s in the case of surface brightness and velocity dispersion) or odd
point-asymmetric, as for velocity) parity. When extracted along 
llipses, kinemetry models the first term of odd moments with a 
osine law and even moments as constant, assuming regular rotation 
Krajnovi ́c et al. 2006 ; Krajnovi ́c et al. 2011 ). In much the same
ay as in photometry, deviations from circular rotation are then 
etermined using higher-order Fourier analysis. This means that, 
hen divided along elliptical rings, the velocity profiles K ( a , ψ) can
e modelled by equations ( 1 ) and ( 2 ) from Krajnovi ́c et al. ( 2006 ): 

( a, ψ) = A 0 ( a) + 

N ∑ 

n = 1

A n ( a) sin ( nψ) + B n ( a) cos ( nψ) , (1) 
 https://skirt.ugent.be 
w  

t

here 

 n = 

√ 

A 

2 
n + B 

2
n and φn = arctan (A n / B n ) . (2) 

ere, k n and φn are the amplitude and phase coefficients of the nth
erm in the harmonic series describing the velocities sampled along 
n ellipse, a is the semimajor axis length of the ellipse, and ψ is the
ccentric anomaly (which, for discs, corresponds to the azimuthal 
ngle measured from the projected major axis in the plane of the
alaxy). For a more detailed discussion of the particulars of the
inemetry algorithm, we refer the reader to Krajnovi ́c et al. ( 2006 ). 
By applying kinemetry to our simulated stellar velocity maps we 

xtract the odd harmonic terms, k 1 , k 3 , and k 5 along a series of ellipses
hich are determined by the algorithm. The lowest order term, k 1 ,

epresents rotational velocity. We choose our ellipses such that they 
inimize up to the third Fourier component. Therefore, in rotation- 

ominated systems, such as our simulated galaxies, we expect most 
f the power to be in the k 1 term. The higher order terms that we
t ( k 3 and k 5 ) represent additional velocity structures on top of the
ircular rotation, encapsulated by k 1 , which means that we determine
he kinematic asymmetry of the velocity map from them. Namely, 

 31 = k 3 /k 1 and k 51 = k 5 /k 1 , (3) 

hich, when combined, form 

 asym 

= 

k 3 + k 5

2 k 1
. (4) 

his v asym 

or kinematic asymmetry is the primary output from the
inemetry analysis and will be used throughout this paper. 

.6 Photometric asymmetry 

nother standard way to measure the asymmetry of galaxies is to
nalyse imaging data. Ideally, this might be performed by eye as
umans can easily pick out asymmetric or disrupted morphologies 
t low surface brightness, as demonstrated by large-scale citizen 
cience projects such as Galaxy Zoo (Lintott et al. 2008 ; Darg
t al. 2010 ) or large team efforts (e.g. CANDELS; Kartaltepe et al.
015 ). Alternati vely, se veral algorithms exist to attempt to measure
mage asymmetry automatically. The most common of these used in 
tudies of galaxies are the Asymmetry parameter ( A ) from Abraham
t al. ( 1994 ), Conselice ( 2003 ), Conselice et al. ( 2000 ), and the
20 (Lotz et al. 2004 ) and Gini (Abraham, van den Bergh & Nair

003 ) parameters. We choose to focus on the asymmetry parameter
s the complexities of M20 and Gini are beyond the scope of this
ork. Note, we do not address the use of CNN methods in this
ork as Bottrell et al. ( 2019 ) and subsequent papers investigate

his. 
The photometric asymmetry, A phot , is calculated by rotating an 

mage by 180 ◦ and subtracting the rotated image from the original
o obtain a residual or difference image. In principle, this residual
mage should contain all the asymmetric features of the image, and
o determine A parameter we take the sum of the absolute value of
his residual image, normalized by the sum of the original image.
his is given by 

 phot = 

�| I 0 − I 180 | 
2 �| I 0 | , (5) 

here I 0 is the intensity of a pixel in the original image, and I 180 is
he intensity of that pixel in the rotated image. 
MNRAS 515, 3406–3419 (2022) 
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Figure 1. The three FoVs projected on to the simulated photometry of two snapshots from the simulations. The smallest circle shows the SAMI-sized 15 arcsec 
FoV, the larger circle shows the Hector-sized 30 arcsec FoV and the full box shows the 60 arcsec × 60 arcsec FoV of MUSE. The colour scale represents 
simulated surface brightness in magnitudes per square arcsecond. 
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.7 Field of view 

ne of the goals of this work is to compare how the use of various
oV choices employed by different instruments affects the measured
inematic asymmetry. In order to apply different FoVs to simulations,
e need to make some assumptions. The cubes and images both
ave a fixed FoV of 50 kpc, (using Planck cosmological parameters:
lanck Collaboration VI 2020 ) and spatial resolution of 97 pc pixel −1 .
aving a similar physical resolution to The Close AGN Reference
urv e y (CARS; Husemann et al. 2017 ) best facilitates future com-
arisons with our predictions. The median redshift of CARS is z =
.04 and, at this redshift, the physical scale is 0.8 kpc arcsec −1 . The
patial sampling of MUSE in its wide-field mode (WFM) is 0.2 arcsec
ixel −1 . If we place the simulations at the median redshift of CARS,
 = 0.04, then each pixel would subtend 0.12 arcsec. Multiplying
.12 arcsec by the 500 × 500 pixel simulation box we obtain 60 ×
0 arcsec square, which is equi v alent to the MUSE WFM FoV. We
hen re-bin to 100 × 100 to obtain an angular pixel scale equal to the
verage seeing for MUSE observations (0.6 arcsec). 

Many large galaxy IFS surveys adopt much smaller Integral Field
nits (IFUs) than MUSE, meaning that the target galaxies are

o v ered to a smaller radial e xtent. F or e xample, one of the largest
urv e ys of galaxies, The SAMI Galaxy Surv e y (Croom et al. 2021 ),
ses a 15 arcsec diameter IFU. The planned upgrade to SAMI, Hector,
ill feature larger IFUs, with 30 arcsec diameter (Bryant et al. 2020 ).
o test how the radial co v erage of galaxies in observations affects

he measured asymmetry, we also performed our analysis on smaller
elds of view. To do this, we simply placed a 15 and 30 arcsec
ircular aperture on to the simulated data and performed our analysis
n the full field and these two smaller fields. It should be noted that
hese values are typical of and co v er the range of FoVs employed by
ther surv e ys. CALIFA, like MUSE used a 1’ FoV, albeit at much
ower spatial resolution (S ́anchez et al. 2012 ), and MaNGA uses two
ifferent FoVs – 12 and 32 arcsec (Law et al. 2015 ). Fig. 1 shows
wo snapshots from the simulations with each of the FoVs labelled.
he MUSE-sized FoV is the square on the outside of the images
nd is the entire simulation box. The two smaller circles represent
he SAMI and HECTOR sized FoVs as labelled. We chose two very
ifferent snapshots to illustrate how the FoV size will impact different
NRAS 515, 3406–3419 (2022) 
erger stages differently. In the image to the left, many of the merger
eatures (companion, tidal tails) fall outside the two smaller FoVs,
endering them undetectable. In the image to the right, which is the
ost-coalescence phase, the galaxy is less asymmetric but similarly
ome tidal features fall outside the smaller FoVs. It should be noted
ere that we are only testing for the effects of FoV – we do not
ccount for the ef fecti ve resolution (spatially or spectrally). 

We work under the assumption that the photometric asymmetry is
easured using wide field imaging, and thus we opt to change the

ize of the field only when calculating the kinematic asymmetry. It
ould be unrealistic to calculate the photometric asymmetry using

he smaller fields because, in observational w ork, one w ould almost
ertainly be using imaging data from one of the large sky surveys
uch as Galaxy and Mass Assembly (GAMA), The SDSS , or the
ilo-De gree Surv e y (KiDS) (Abazajian et al. 2009 ; Driver et al.
011 ; De Jong et al. 2013 ). 

 RESULTS  

e show an example of our kinemetry modelling on two very
ifferent snapshots in Fig. 2 . We then perform this on every
napshot in our simulations. Following our analysis of the kinematic
nd photometric data we e v aluate a kinematic and photometric
symmetry. This allows us to produce Fig. 3 , which shows separation,
inematic asymmetry, and photometric asymmetry (averaged over
iewing angle) against time. The same values for the isolated case
re plotted in black. Following Privon ( 2014 ), we normalize time such
hat first pericentric passage occurs at t = 0 and second pericentric
assage occurs at t = 1. We mark these points in time – with a
ertical dashed line and a vertical dotted line. The location of our
coalescence‘ mark, the grey dash–dotted line, is only approximate
ecause the relative time between second passage and coalescence is
ot identical for every merger (although these are very similar, as the
arious blue curves in the light blue box indicate). We can visually
epresent the three phases that the interacting sample are split into
described in Section 2.1 ) in Fig. 3 . The light red box between first
 t = 0) and second ( t = 1) passage is the pair phase. The light blue
ox between second passage ( t = 0) and coalescence ( t ∼ 1.25) is

art/stac1715_f1.eps
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Figure 2. Two examples of the simulated data to which we apply kinemetry. We show (a) photometry generated from the simulations, (b) the particle velocity 
data, (c) the full kinemetry model, (d) the full kinemetry model minus the circular component (i.e. the non-circular components of the model or the deviations 
from circular rotation). We show these four things for two different snapshots – one after first passage (pair phase) where kinemetry is still able to model the 
velocities fairly well and we find low asymmetry. The second shows a snapshot after coalescence where kinemetry struggles to capture the complexity of the 
stellar particle velocities and we measure high asymmetry. 
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he merging phase. Finally, the light green box from coalescence to 
he end of the simulation is the post-coalescence phase. 

Throughout the analysis we focus on the primary galaxy, the more 
assive of the two, and the data cubes produced from the simulation

re centred on the centre of this galaxy. The teal and purple lines
n the bottom two panels of Fig. 3 look quite different. This is not
nexpected as they are measuring very different quantities. In both 
 asym 

and A we see a peak just after first passage. While the galaxies
etain their individual structural integrity (i.e. they are not ripped 
part and could be described as two separate galaxies) we expect 
oth v asym 

and A to be high if the galaxies are close together. This is
ecause, in the case of photometric asymmetry – A , the image of two
uperimposed galaxies is asymmetric. It should be noted that the first
eak A in is just after first passage, which upon examination makes
ense, the combined shape of the galaxies will be most asymmetric 
hen they are not maximally superimposed. This is simply because 
hen maximally superimposed the galaxies will, in our projected 
iew, take up the smallest area of the image. In the case of v asym 

,
hile the galaxies are separate and retain their own disc rotation
ut are sufficiently close to one another that they are within the
observ ed’ F oV, KINEMETRY attempts to model their combined and
uperimposed rotation. It is not surprising then, that the measured 
inematic asymmetry – v asym 

– is high at this point. Ho we ver, unlike
 , because at first passage the high v asym 

is primarily driven by
he proximity of the galaxies rather than intrinsic disruption to the
inematics, v asym 

drops rapidly back down to almost the isolated 
evel when the secondary galaxy leaves the FoV. The photometric 
symmetry, A , falls when this occurs but not to the isolated level due
o the tidal tails left behind by the secondary galaxy. 

Just before second passage v asym 

rises even higher than at first
assage and stays high for much of the rest of the simulation similar
o what was found in Lotz et al. ( 2008 ) and Hung et al. ( 2015 , 2016 ),
MNRAS 515, 3406–3419 (2022) 
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Figure 3. Each line in this figure represents one run of the simulation averaged over viewing angle. (a) Separation in kpc versus normalized time in the merger. 
In this normalized time t = 0 is first passage (as marked by the dashed line), t = 1 is second passage (as marked by the dotted line), and the grey dotted–dashed 
line is approximately when coalescence may occur (not precisely as the normalization is between first and second passages, coalescence occurs the final time 
the galaxies are separated by 0.5 kpc and varies depending upon the orbital parameters). We also show the three time phases the interacting galaxies go through: 
the red shaded area is the pair phase when there are two distinct galaxies, the blue shaded area is the merging phase when the galaxies are transitioning from 

two separate galaxies into one system, and the green shaded area is the post-coalescence phase. (b) Kinematic asymmetry versus normalized time – we see 
higher asymmetry at first and second passage which is sustained until after coalescence. (c) photometric asymmetry versus normalized time – we see spikes 
just after first and second passage but with it does not return to as low a level between these times. (d) Kinematic asymmetry for the interacting sample divided 
by the kinematic asymmetry for the isolated sample versus normalized time. (e) photometric asymmetry for the interacting sample divided by the photometric 
asymmetry for the isolated sample versus normalized time. 
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ith some reduction further from coalescence. As the galaxies merge
he kinematics become very disturbed and chaotic resulting in high

easures of kinematic asymmetry, which as time goes on after the
erger has occurred will settle down. In photometric asymmetry, we

ee a bump just before second passage as the second galaxy re-enters
he FoV then a more distinct peak again just after. Unlike v asym 

, the
hotometric asymmetry falls back to pre-merger levels more quickly.
e note that the asymmetries of the isolated sample (black line in

ottom panels) do not show significant time evolution and remain
airly constant throughout the simulation. 

We also compare the results of this analysis for our interacting
nd isolated samples. Fig. 4 shows a histogram of the measured
inematic and photometric asymmetry for the isolated and interacting
alaxies using the full MUSE-sized FoV – where orange and grey
NRAS 515, 3406–3419 (2022) 
urves denote mergers and isolated galaxies, respectiv ely. F ollowing
eng et al. ( 2020 ) and Van De Sande et al. ( 2017 ), we define a
ritical kinematic asymmetry as v asym , crit = 3 per cent , abo v e which
e would consider a galaxy to be observably ‘asymmetric’ – in

ine with judgement ‘by eye’ of the regime that excludes isolated
alaxies. We display this delineation as a black dashed line. All of
he measured asymmetries from the isolated sample fall below this
riterion (excepting those from the very beginning of the simulation),
nd the majority of the interacting galaxies are abo v e it. It should
e noted that this delineation is somewhat arbitrary, and moving it
n either direction would impact the fraction of galaxies detected
s asymmetric. Ho we ver, we decided that requiring non-detection
f the isolated sample as asymmetric was the most logical option.
ur cut-off then represents the best-case scenario of what could
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Figure 4. The top row shows the distribution of kinematic and photometric asymmetry for all snapshots in the isolated and interacting samples. As shown in 
the legend, the isolated galaxies are in grey and the mergers in orange. We also show the k 31 and k 51 parameters in addition the combined asymmetry parameter 
v asym 

. The dotted line represents the k 31 parameter, the dashed–dotted line represents the k 51 parameter, and the solid line represents the combined asymmetry 
parameter. As described in Krajnovi ́c et al. ( 2006 ), k 3 is minimized by the fitting and but not k 5 , but both contain signatures of additional structures. In the 
bottom row, we split the interacting sample up in to the pair, merging, and post-coalescence galaxies. Here, the grey line remains the isolated sample, the red 
line shows the pair phase, the blue line shows the merging galaxies, and the green line shows the post-coalescence phase. The dashed line in the left column 
(kinematic asymmetry) shows the cut-off in kinematic asymmetry at 3 per cent. The grey dashed line in the right column (photometric asymmetry) shows the 
A = 0.35 cut-off from Conselice et al. ( 2003 ); we do not adopt this line as it fails to detect most of our interacting sample. We instead adopt the black dashed 
line, A = 0.15. 
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e distinguishable as asymmetric without contaminating the sample 
ith non-mergers. 
The dynamic range is smaller and the o v erlap between the two

amples is larger in the photometric asymmetry than in the kinematic 
ase. This suggests that photometric asymmetry provides a less 
efinitive measure of disruption than the kinematic one. To address 
his, we combine both measures in the next section. An alternative 
ay to think about this is to look at the fraction of galaxies that exceed

his value in each sample. To show this, we report these fractions in
he left of Fig. 5 , which essentially represent the time spent abo v e
he kinematic asymmetry cut-off, or the fraction of the time a merger
hould be detected given this cut-off. The fraction for each of the
ub-samples is shown in each row, with the entire merging sample at
he top. We do not show the fraction for the isolated sample because
t is approximately 1 per cent for all fields of view. The right side
f Fig. 5 has the same format, but instead uses a cut-off in both the
hotometric and kinematic asymmetry based on a by-eye delineation 
etween the isolated and merging samples in this plane. 

.1 Merger stage 

y separating into three phases – illustrated by the three shaded areas 
n Fig. 3 and described in Section 2.1 – we can compare the two
symmetry measurements in these different epochs. Recall that the 
ractions of time that a subset is abo v e the kinematic asymmetry cut-
ff (for the pair, merging, and post-coalescence phases) are shown 
n rows 2–4 of Fig. 5 . Only 40 per cent of galaxies in the pair
hase satisfy the kinematic asymmetry cut – including all merger 
onfigurations and lines of sight. In contrast, galaxies in the merging 
nd post-coalescence phases satisfy the cut with 97 and 98 per cent
ompletenesses, respectively. This is likely because, during most of 
he pair phase, the galaxies are not close together and have only
ndergone a short interaction that has yet to significantly disrupt the
ravitational potential and therefore kinematics. In agreement, Patton 
t al. ( 2016 ) also find asymmetry is sensitive to projected separation
n galaxy pairs. Ho we ver, in the merging and post-coalescence
hases the galaxies are close together or are merging meaning there
ill be significant gravitational disruption. The sensitivity in the 

ypes of features produced in an interaction to different merger 
nitial conditions (e.g. impact parameter) is explored theoretically 
n e.g. Hernquist & Quinn ( 1989 ), Helmi & White ( 1999 ), and
ohnston et al. ( 2008 ). Note that the simulations only run for 250–
00 Myr after coalescence. This means that the galaxies do not have
ime to settle into any sort of equilibrium and are therefore still
uite irre gular. Giv en more time, it is likely that their asymmetries
 ould f all and a larger fraction would not be detected as mergers.
hen we use the combined asymmetric cut-off, we increase the 

umber of galaxies that are detected as mergers (82 per cent as
ompared to 66 per cent) – and particularly in the pair phase
69 per cent compared to 40 per cent). The addition of the photometric
symmetry compensates for the loss in IFU FoV, as larger-scale 
symmetries are still detected in the larger-scale imaging – this 
eans that the loss in detectability with FoV size is significantly
itigated. 
We can also present this as a histogram with the pair, merging, and

ost-coalescence phases displayed in Fig. 4 in red, blue, and green,
espectively. We also show the k 3 / k 1 parameter in the lightest tone
n this figure and the mid-tone line represents the k 5 / k 1 parameter.

e do not identify any significant differences between the k 3 / k 1 and
 5 / k 1 , so in further plots we will not split the kinematic asymmetry
MNRAS 515, 3406–3419 (2022) 
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arameter into its component parts. This representation clearly
hows the distinct separation between the isolated and merging/post-
oalescence phases in kinematic asymmetry, while the pair phase
alls in the middle. 

.2 Viewing angle 

ecall that each snapshot is ‘observed’ at four distinct viewing angles
o maximize the size of the sample and increase the variation in the
ata (Section 2.4 ). This also allows us to see whether the measured
arameters vary depending on this, and it adds an element of realism
since real galaxies could be observed at any angle. The top row

f Fig. 6 compares the kinematic and photometric asymmetries each
f the viewing angles. Rows fourteen through seventeen of Fig. 5
how the fraction of the time the asymmetry measures are found to
e abo v e the cut-of f. We find no significant dif ference between the
ngles of observation, except for that i3 (the least face-on angle)
hows slightly higher fractions of asymmetry.

.3 Merger configuration 

 priori we might expect to witness the greatest asymmetry in
he retrograde configuration, since the discs’ angular momenta are
ntialigned. The lower panels of Fig. 6 show the distribution of
ach configuration (prograde, polar, and retrograde) compared to
he control sample, where we clearly see little difference in the
istributions. 
We find that while the configurations show little difference

v eraged o v er the entire time of the merger – we do see differences
f we bring back the time axis. Fig. 7 we show tracks of the
inematic asymmetry o v er normalized time in the merger. Each
anel has normalized time, with first passage, second passage, and
oalescence on the x-axis. The top panel shows separation for the
hree configurations (prograde – blue, polar – orange, retrograde –
reen) versus time. The middle panel shows kinematic asymmetry
 v asym 

) versus normalized time, with the isolated simulations in black
nd the kinematic asymmetry cut-off (0.03) as the grey-dashed line.
he bottom panel shows photometric asymmetry ( A phot ). During
oalescence the retrograde configurations show significantly higher
inematic asymmetry, and particularly they take much longer to
tart to fall. We also see this if we look in Fig. 5 where the
ost-coalescence kinematic asymmetric fraction for the retrograde
ergers is 1.0 (meaning they all are abo v e the asymmetric criterion).
his becomes even more apparent if we focus on the smaller
elds of view, where the contrast between the retrograde and the
ther two configurations becomes stronger. When we inspect the
mallest SAMI-sized FoV, 84 per cent of the coalesced retrograde
ergers are kinematically asymmetric compared to 42 per cent of

he prograde mergers and 35 per cent of the polar mergers. This
s because in a retrograde merger the remnant has much more
entrally concentrated asymmetry than the other configurations.
his means that the asymmetry is still captured even when we
dopt a smaller FoV, unlike features such as tails or rings, which
ill fall outside said FoV. We expect retrograde mergers to be

he birthplace of 2 σ g alaxies (g alaxies with two, rather than one,
elocity dispersion peak; Tsatsi et al. 2015 ) and counter-rotating
ores (central regions of the galaxies that are counter rotating as
ompared to the global rotation; Balcells & Quinn 1990 ) because the
ombination of retrograde orbits results in a kinematic decoupling
n the centre of the resulting galaxy (Tsatsi et al. 2015 ; Bryant et al.
019 ). 
NRAS 515, 3406–3419 (2022) 
.4 FoV size 

n these simulations, the ‘observed’ box is centred upon the central
alaxy and extends out to 500 kpc. This means that, at pericentric
assages, the satellite galaxy transits into and then out of the observed
eld. F or man y galaxy surv e ys, this is not the case, as they only target
 single central galaxy – and their chosen FoV may only cover this
bject partially. To investigate how the usage of smaller FoVs affects
ur measurements, we cut down our full simulation box into two
ircular apertures, chosen such that these represent the SAMI and
ECTOR he xabundles, respectiv ely (from smaller to larger), whilst

he full FoV represents MUSE in wide-field mode. Fig. 1 shows the
elative sizes of these FoVs on a single snapshot. 

We assume the use large-scale imaging surv e y rather than the
FU data and therefore do not alter the FoV when we measure
he photometric asymmetry. In Fig. 8 , because the measurement
f A phot does not change, the y -axis data remains the same across
anels, whislt the x -axis (kinematic asymmetry) changes. To make
he differences between these contours clearer, we add the vertical
ashed line at v asym 

= 0.03 for reference. We note that shrinking the
oV (left to right) diminishes the separation between the three time
tages, in addition to lowering the measured kinematic asymmetry.
e also see that the o v erlap with the isolated sample increases as we

ecrease the FoV. There are several reasons for this to happen. Tidal
ails, rings, and irregular morphologies are likely to be invisible
f we focus only on the centres of galaxies. This means that only
entrally/concentrated asymmetric features will be detected using the
mallest FoV, which, while more common in the retrograde mergers
were less pre v alent in the other configurations. We touch on this in
ection 3.3 , where we highlight that whilst the asymmetric fraction
f the prograde and polar configurations drops sharply, when we use
he smaller fields of view, this does not happen to the same extent
or the retrograde configuration.

.5 Kinematic asymmetry versus photometric asymmetry 

ig. 8 shows the measured kinematic and photometric asymmetry
or the pair, merging, and post-coalescence phases. From left-to-
ight we show the MUSE, HECTOR, and SAMI FoV. Grey, red,
lue, and green contours represent the isolated, pair, merging, and
ost-coalescence systems. 
At the beginning of the pair phase (red), v asym 

and the photo-
etric asymmetry A are high because the two galaxies are either

lose together or exhibit tidal features. In addition to the greater
ravitational disruption, the presence of both galaxies in the field
ontributes to the measurement. Though this does depend partially
n the viewing angle and the orientation of the two galaxies,
ut on average more of both galaxies are present in the field at
his time. When the galaxies are further apart, the gravitational
isruption falls and the central galaxy dominates the measurements of
symmetry, resulting in a lower measured value. This is supported by
oreno et al. ( 2019 ), who show that interaction-induced structural

ffects (within 10 kpc) after first passage only last about 0.5 Gyr.
hen, before the merging stage, it will increase again due to

he proximity of the galaxies. The blue contours represent the
erging phase. In this stage, the galaxies are close together again

s this is just before coalescence. This means the gravitational
isturbance is at its greatest as the galaxies merge, resulting in
he highest measurements of kinematic asymmetry. In the shorter
ost-coalescence phase, after the chaos of the merger, the galaxy
egins to relax and the kinematics and stellar light become more
rderly. 
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Figure 5. Left: A bar plot showing the fractions of each of the sub-samples that meet the asymmetric criterion of v asym 

= 0.03. The different FoVs are shown 
in three different colours – the full MUSE sized field is purple, the HECTOR sized field is red, and the SAMI sized field is in orange. We see, generally, that 
as we reduce the FoV the fraction of snapshots meeting the asymmetric criterion falls. We also see that different sub-samples have vastly different detection 
rates. Right: A bar plot showing the fractions of each of the sub-samples that meet the asymmetric criterion of A phot = 0.15. Bottom: the two bar plots cut-offs 
combined. 
MNRAS 515, 3406–3419 (2022) 
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Figure 6. Top row: distribution of asymmetry in the isolated and merging galaxies, with each of the viewing angles shown in a differing line style as shown in 
the legend. The dashed line sho ws the cut-of f in asymmetry at 3 per cent. We can see that there is no remarkable difference between the asymmetries measured 
at various viewing angles. Bottom row: the same, but split into the different configurations. Again, we see no strong difference in the samples. 

Figure 7. Separation and asymmetry as a function of time for each of the three merger configurations. The top panel shows separation throughout the merger. 
The middle panel shows kinematic asymmetry with the 3 per cent asymmetry line marked by the dashed line. The photometric asymmetry is shown in the 
bottom panel. Each of the configurations is shown in a different colour as indicated by the legend. The average track of the isolated galaxies is shown in black 
in both lower panels. 
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 C O N C L U S I O N S  

imilar to Lotz et al. ( 2008 ) and as one might predict, we find
hat the highest asymmetries (both photometric and kinematic)
re measured at first passage and just before coalescence. Us-
ng kinematic modelling of the particles at each snapshot in
he interacting suite we defined a cut-off kinematic asymmetry,
 asym 

> 0.03 and a combined asymmetric cut-off abo v e which
e describe this merger as detectable. Applying these cut-offs

o our whole data set showed that 66 per cent of the time the
nteracting simulations would have kinematic asymmetries abo v e
his cut-off and 82 per cent would be abo v e the combined detection
NRAS 515, 3406–3419 (2022) 
imit. We then broke this down into subsamples and looked at
o w v arying the FoV impacted this fraction. The primary results
ere: 

(i) Mergers, unsurprisingly, are least detectable in the pair phase.
sing the largest FoV 40 per cent were classed as mergers and using

he smallest only 9 per cent were using only kinematic asymmetry.
his means that it is very difficult to detect that a galaxy has a
ompanion using stellar kinematics unless they are very both within
our FoV as the disturbance is not sufficient to significantly perturb
he motions of the stars. Ho we ver, when we use the combined cut-
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Figure 8. Kinematic versus photometric asymmetry for the three FoV sizes. Here, we have split the data into the three phases – pair (red), merging (blue), and 
post-coalescence (green). In each panel, a contour plot of the distribution of kinematic versus photometric asymmetry is shown, with the contours 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 
0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 0.95, and 0.99. The first panel uses the full FoV (MUSE), the second uses the smaller HECTOR analogue FoV, and the last one uses 
the smallest SAMI analogue FoV. The vertical black dashed line shows the cut-off in kinematic asymmetry at 0.03, and the horizontal grey dashed line shows 
the cut-off in photometric asymmetry at 0.15. We take galaxies either line to be detected as asymmetric by our combined asymmetry measure. 
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ff this fraction increases to 79 per cent and only falls to 76 per cent
n the smallest FoV. By combining the photometric asymmetry in 
ddition to the more accurate kinematic asymmetry we are able to 
itigate the loss in detections using the smaller FoVs. 
(ii) In the merging and post-coalescence phases using the full FoV,

lmost all (97 and 98 per cent) are detected as mergers using both
symmetric cut-of fs. Ho we ver, similarly, when using the smaller 
oVs this number can fall as low as 35 per cent in the post-
oalescence phase using a SAMI-sized FoV and only kinematic 
symmetries. The combined asymmetric cut-off detects 97 and 
2 per cent of the merging and post-coalescence galaxies even in 
he smallest FoV. 

(iii) Retrograde mergers show much more persistent kinematic
erger features. While the kinematic asymmetry detection fraction 

or the prograde and polar galaxies falls from 72 and 60 per cent in
he full FoV to 26 and 25 per cent in the smallest FoV – the retrograde

ergers only change from 63 to 42 per cent. This is even clearer if
e look specifically at the smallest FoV observations of the post-

oalescence phase where retrograde mergers show at least double 
he detection fraction compared to the other configurations. This 
ells us that retrograde mergers are producing centrally concentrated 
inematic asymmetries that are just as easy to detect with small FoVs
s large ones. 

While these detection rates are not enormously different to those 
n Nevin et al. ( 2021 ) and Hung et al. ( 2013 ), they do surpass them.
he particular difference in this study is that we are, due to the
ne time sampling of the simulations, able to quantify the detection 
ates at different stages (pair, merging, post-coalescence) and as a 
unction of time. By doing this we are able to show that our ability to
bservationally detect that a system is undergoing a merger is highly 
ependent upon the stage in which we observe it. Additionally, we 
rovide an estimate of how altering the FoV will impact one’s ability
o detect mergers, which is an important consideration when planning 
uture surv e ys. 

These detectability rates can be used predicatively in present 
nd future large IFU surv e ys of interacting galaxies using these
echniques. In particular, we have shown that when using a smaller 
oV and relying only on kinematic information – mergers are 
ignificantly underdetected. We also showed that folding in criteria 
ased on imaging helped with this problem and increased detection 
ates. This means that if future surv e ys using smaller IFUs wish to
etect mergers in their samples, the best strategy will be to combine
heir kinematic observations with high-quality large-scale imaging 
ata. 

 F U T U R E  WO R K  

hile this work addresses the detection of mergers at fixed mass
atio we have not explored ho w v arying the size of the in-falling
ompanion effects these measurements. We intend to address this in 
uture works with the mass ratio suites of simulations. 

Additionally, given the abundance of IFU observations this method 
ould then be tested on real-world observational data. Now that it is
omplete, The SAMI Galaxy Surv e y – which contains 3000 galaxies
ith spatially resolved kinematics measurements – could be a perfect 

ample to calibrate these asymmetric cut-offs on observational data. 
OSIMPLE (Davison et al. 2021 ) is a surv e y of nearby mergers with
USE and would serve as a perfect comparison sample to the SAMI

urv e y to test our predictions based on FoV. 
Another aspect we would like to explore in future works are how

he presence of a cosmological environment impacts this work –
hich could be explored by looking at simulations such as Illustris-
NG50 (Nelson et al. 2019 ). 
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